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Background
Demonizing Democracy:
Christianity vs. Vodoun and the Politics of Religion in Haiti
What is Vodoun?
CIDA’s Affinity with Elite and Blindspot for Vodoun
NCHR-Haiti: A Prime Source of Canadian-funded Lies
Epithets without Borders
Chimère: What does this Term Really Mean?

“2000 Elections”
An Excuse to Destabilize Haiti’s Democracy
Canadian “NGOs” Aid anti-Aristide Election Rhetoric

“Black Friday”
Finding the Necessary Pretext Incident
Video Evidence Reveals True Culprits
CIDA-funded Propaganda about “Black Friday”

“Operation Baghdad”
Exposing the Big Lie of “Operation Baghdad”
A Fabrication by the Group of 184
Two Human Rights Investigations
Not the Usual Suspects: Making and Breaking Illusions in Haiti
Alternatives, to the Truth // Alternatives, to Democracy

“Aristide’s Resignation”
Did he Jump or was he Pushed?
Aristide’s so-called “Resignation” Letter
Taken for a Ride
CIDA-funded “NGOs” Herald Aristide’s “Departure”

“No Political Prisoners”
Mysterious Case of Haiti’s Disappeared Political Prisoners
Prime Minister Yvon Neptune: CIDA’s Top Political Prisoner
Why was Sò Anne Imprisoned for 27 Months?
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- libraries
- activists
- students
- clergy, etc. etc.